Planetary Health Ethics: Beyond First Principles
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Abstract: Planetary health is a transdisciplinary approach that aims to advance the understanding of the links between human-driven changes to the planet and their consequences, and to develop appropriate solutions to the challenges identified. This emerging movement has not yet agreed upon a code of ethics to underpin the rapidly expanding body of research being carried out in its name. However, a code of ethics might support the principles for planetary health set out in the Canmore Declaration of 2018. Phrases such as “Public Health 2.0”, “Human Health in an Era of Global Environmental Change”, or “A safe and just operating space for humanity” are often used in planetary health discussions, but are not always clearly defined and so far, the field lacks a strong guiding ethical framework. In this paper, we propose a starting point towards a code of ethics for planetary health that builds on the Canmore Declaration. We chose to propose 12 ethical principles in recognition of the need for a 12-Step Programme for the planet. The human race must identify and reject damaging behaviours. Evidence of the harm we are causing the planet is no longer enough and refraining from certain current practices is essential for Earth’s future health. We must motivate advocacy and calls for action. We believe a shared ethical code can act as a tool to enable and encourage that process. This paper is presented to the planetary health community as a starting point, not as a finished agenda. We welcome comments, critiques, additions and the opportunity to rework our approach accordingly.
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1. Introduction

Planetary health is a transdisciplinary approach that aims to advance the understanding of the links between human-driven changes to the planet and their consequences [1], and to develop appropriate solutions to the challenges identified [2]. However, it does not yet have an ethical code that can act as an agreed base against which identified solutions can be evaluated. The aim of this paper is to propose a starting point towards a code of ethics for planetary health that builds on the Canmore Declaration. We chose to propose 12 ethical principles in recognition of the need for a 12-Step Programme for the planet. The human race must identify and reject damaging behaviours. Evidence of the harm we are causing the planet is no longer enough and refraining from certain current practices is essential for Earth’s future health. We must motivate advocacy and calls for action. We believe a shared ethical code can act as a tool to enable and encourage that process. This paper is presented to the planetary health community as a starting point, not as a finished agenda. We welcome comments, critiques, additions and the opportunity to rework our approach accordingly.
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At the heart of our reasoning for why such an ethical underpinning is required is the subtle difference between “principles” and “ethics”. Principles are aspirational [5], but also generally abstract. Ethics are more practical and tangible. They are standards that can be adhered to (or violated), and they guide the choices that we make in our daily lives, such as, should I drive a car that emits greenhouse gases when I could walk? Or, should I spend money on entertaining myself when I could give that money to the poor [6]? Such decisions inevitably require us to choose one course of action and its consequences, over another course of action with different consequences. Ethics do not provide incontrovertible answers. They can be highly controversial and politically loaded, and finding consensus on what they should be will not be easy, particularly in a pluralistic world [7]. However, they do provide a base for ethical reasoning, from which principles can be put into practice. They can, therefore, provide a basis for negotiating actions in situations where decisions on whether or not to act, and how to act, is neither unanimous nor the preferred first choice of all actors [7]. In this sense, the notion of ethics carries with it something bigger than the sense of the individual, pushing us towards actions that are not (only) for self-interest [6].

Ethical judgements thus empower us to transcend our own likes and dislikes and to reason with others as to why they should do the same. Inherent in traditional ethics are concepts such as honesty, prudence, avoiding harm and concern for others [7]. If we can extend the notion of “others” to other species inhabiting the Earth and to the Earth itself, we can more easily ensure the “sustainable vitality of all systems” called for by the Canmore Declaration [3]. Ethics thus provide the foundation on which a principled framework for building a holistically healthier world can rest. For example, Colin Butler [8] has proposed updating existing ideas of epidemiology to the Anthropocene’s “population of unprecedented size and connectedness”, using the Canmore Declaration principles to encourage the embrace of spiritual thinking, concepts such as deep time [9] and indigenous philosophies. Human ingenuity should be able to better steward our natural resources; we suggest that the addition of an ethical code can help operationalize the principles on which we need to act in pursuit of that stewardship.

In drafting this ethical code, our foundation was the concept of Planetary Health as it was discussed in 2013, at the centennial gathering of the Rockefeller Foundation [10]. The gathering discussed the consequences of climate change and the impact of human activity on the environment, in particular, the future consequences of such actions. The notion that human health is intrinsically connected with the health of the planet is not new [11], and has been a firm part of traditional, indigenous knowledge in many parts of the world for decades. However, in contemporary discourse the concept re-emerged during the environmental movements of the 1970s [3]. In 1980 the environmental group, Friends of the Earth, attempted to expand the World Health Organization’s definition of health to, “health is a state of complete physical, mental, social and ecological well-being and not merely the absence of disease—[ . . . ] personal health involves planetary health”. Since that time, Planetary Health has become a unifying term in a growing movement that has focused on environmental sustainability and the impact of environmental degradation on human health. Its literature has demonstrated a strong focus on both practical application and ideological and academic study [12]. Active planetary health research programmes and networks are now supported by the Rockefeller Foundation Economic Council on Planetary Health based at the University of Oxford, UK [13], the Wellcome Trust [14], the Worldwide Universities Network (WUN) [15], and the Planetary Health Alliance, an international network of more than 70 research organizations [16]. A monthly peer-reviewed journal, Lancet Planetary Health [17] is entering its third year of publication. A growing number of universities are badging undergraduate and postgraduate courses to the field and running dedicated planetary health programmes.

2. Capturing the Zeitgeist: Opportunities and Threats

We must be mindful, however, of guarding against the movement slipping into a new form of eco-environmentalism and ensure that the language used remains attractive to policymakers, the business sector and economists, as well as ensuring it does not become a label by which products
or practices can claim to be more environmentally friendly than they are. Planetary health discussions have become peppered with a series of phrases that seek to capture the zeitgeist of the approach but do not always contain much substance. “Public Health 2.0” [10] seeks to identify the key actions for the 21st century that will have a comparable impact to that of sanitation since the 19th century (and we should not forget that we have yet to achieve universally improved sanitation for all) [18]. “Human Health in an Era of Global Environmental Change” [19] considers the different trajectories of environmental change, such as urbanization, agricultural intensification, climate change and the increasing pollution of air, land and oceans as the vectors of human ill-health. Finally, “A safe and just operating space for humanity” [20] emphasizes the need to ensure that the development of developing countries is not held back by the developed world’s need to conserve limited (ecological) resources for its own use. Exactly how concepts such as social equity and justice, responsible and sustainable development, and achievement of high standards of living for all can be made to fit together is not yet well defined. Furthermore, the notion that the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals can be achieved without unacceptable damage being inflicted on the Earth’s ecosystems is being increasingly challenged [21], as is the possibility that the global average lifespan may have reached a peak from which it is now declining [22]. Planetary health needs to confront and embrace these difficult challenges if it is to successfully plot a course through them. It is here that ethics has particular purchase by providing a navigational tool through a series of options that may inevitably require compromises from some or all of its stakeholders.

3. The Unique Approach of Planetary Health

We believe that planetary health is unique and distinct from other academic fields concerned with health and wellbeing. It shares Global Health’s focus on achieving health equity for all populations worldwide and One Health’s aim to integrate the health of humans, animals and the environment [23]. It also shares EcoHealth’s concerns with ecosystem sustainability as a foundation for human wellbeing [24]. Planetary health, however, places a stronger focus on the increasingly short time-frame in which humanity will be able to address the environmental changes that impact human health. Trade-offs may be required to protect and conserve the environment for future generations. For example, currently high levels of energy use, meat consumption and consumer economies may not be sustainable without significant social and economic transformations. In fact, they may not be sustainable at all. Most recently, the IPCC has spelled out the urgency with which we must act to keep climate change within manageable bounds [25,26]. Thus, ways to manage those trade-offs and compromises must be developed in an equally urgent timeframe.

4. Thoughts into Action

In 2014, the early manifesto for planetary health [1] expressed the need for such a field and described attributes it should have, such as a social movement, an attitude towards life and a philosophy for living that fosters resilience and adaptation. It did not, however, go as far as to set out how that movement might then achieve its aims or what its “philosophy for living” should be. There is a danger that if we do not promote principles that define the ethics of how we look after the planet, the scientific evidence we gather on the harm being committed will have little impact. Solutions that focus only on cost-effectiveness, economic opportunities and valuation of natural capital are too narrow and too vulnerable to political interests. Ethical principles provide more agency to individuals and communities in advocating for solutions that cannot be easily costed in financial terms, particularly those that improve subjective wellbeing rather than profits.

Evidence of the harm that we are causing the planet is no longer enough; refraining from certain current practices is essential for Earth’s future health. We must motivate advocacy and action, and believe that a strong set of shared ethics can act as a tool to enable and encourage that process. By developing such a code of ethics, we can build on both the vision set out in the early manifesto [1] on the 12 principles for planetary health education [27] that guide how academics might approach it.
as a field, and on the Canmore Declaration Statement of Principles for Planetary Health [5]. We can take these works further, however, by initiating a road map for action and for how we might evaluate the end state we seek to achieve when action is taken. Discussion and consultation on what the ethical underpinnings of the movement must be open to as wide a community as possible.

5. The Value of Interdisciplinarity

Planetary health draws on a wide spectrum of academic disciplines—from evolutionary biology to ecology, from public health to earth sciences, from anthropology to economics. At its heart lie the interconnected concepts of the Earth System highlighted by the Planetary Boundaries [28] and the Sustainable Development Goals [29]. We propose that a unique aspect of planetary health is the manner in which it seeks to address the planetary boundaries and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) simultaneously, accepting that this may involve difficult trade-offs. Achieving SDG targets for all people, and equity for all regions of the world within current and future resource constraints is becoming increasingly difficult [21]. This forces us to confront humanity’s relationship with the natural world, and thus seek ways that might improve this eco-social relationship for the benefit of human health and wellbeing. The recent development of the Ecological Determinants of Health [30] sit alongside the World Health’s Organization’s Social Determinants of Health [31] as an underpinning that access to health as a human right are steps in the right direction. Embedding their aims in an ethical code will help to socialize their intentions across the disparate communities that come together under the planetary health banner.

Elements of the ethical underpinning we propose may require scaling back from current ambitions. It may require a greater exploration of how compromises might be reached [7], and may benefit from a greater understanding of the social choice theory than has previously been applied [32,33]. It may also require greater input from those in business, corporate law and finance, sectors that may not always sit comfortably alongside environmentalism and ecoprotectionism, but they are a useful source in understanding how to leverage action. The seed planted by Christopher Stone in his 1973 paper “Should Trees Have Standing: Law, Morality and the Environment” [34] has grown into a mighty oak whose branches now spread their protection across the world. It gave agency to the environmental organization, Sierra Club, which opposed plans for a Californian ski resort in the mid-1970s, and its legacy can also be seen in the passing of the Te Urewera Act 2014, which afforded the New Zealand national park all the rights, powers, duties and liabilities of a legal person. The powers of the law to protect the rights of the planet are increasingly being recognized and leveraged [35]. Yet equally, law can be used as a lever to accept environmental harm but without it, progress towards a better standard of living might be impossible, in the short-term at least [36].

When compromises have to be made, ethics provide protection for the vulnerable as well as guidance to the powerful. As more compromises become necessary, there is likely to be an increasing need for us to learn how to manage compromise and disagreement [7]. Global pandemics, famines, refugee movements, failed states and climate change can only be addressed by the world as a whole [37], based on mutual trust as much as multilateralism, in which all partners feel valued and empowered to actively seek common ground, through formal deliberation if necessary. Compromise requires trust, respect, reciprocity and the absence of coercion [7]. All are admirable principles by which the entire world can be guided towards a new shared intentionality or sense of “we”—the characteristic that evolutionary anthropologist Michael Tomasello considers makes us uniquely human [38]. But we also need to learn how to do this in a world where optimal choices may no longer be available [32], and it is essential that we have a strong notion of what is, and what is not, viable.

6. A 12-Step Programme for Earth

We choose to organize our thinking into 12 ethical statements in recognition of the need for a 12-Step Programme [39,40] for Earth. This recognizes that the human race must identify and reject damaging behaviours such as excessive energy use, food systems that drive land degradation and
disposable consumerism. Refraining from practices such as these is not only essential for Earth’s future health but may also provide navigation away from the Anthropocene towards a more holistic and protectionist coexistence with nature [41]. Planetary Health—checked by the ethics laid out here—can help lead us towards a better understanding of what we need to do and identify where we should refrain.

We group the 12 statements into three clusters to address the imagination challenges, information challenges [42], and implementation challenges identified by the Lancet-Rockefeller Commission on Planetary Health [2].

7. Planetary Health Ethics: Beyond First Principles

7.1. Imagination Challenges

1. Planetary Health involves the continual act of attunement to our bodies, the environment, the cultures we exist within, other inhabitants of the Earth and Earth’s complete biosphere. Human actions should aim to inflict no harm on the planet.

2. Humans are inescapably part of the animal kingdom and of Earth’s biosphere. Re-alignment with human evolutionary history, and an understanding of what costs or benefits may be involved when alignment is abandoned, should be an imperative for Planetary Health.

3. Planetary Health considers each human generation to be the custodians, not the masters, of Earth and its biosphere, responsible to future generations as well as to their own. We must leave the planet in a healthy state for future generations; they have equal rights to live on a healthy planet.

4. Planetary Health is a transdisciplinary ethos open to all. It does not belong to any one particular profession or social group. It not only requires voices to be heard from within academia, civil society, government (at all levels, especially at the local), the world of business and from outside traditional institutional powers, but also must facilitate the incorporation of these actors into a collaborative discussion.

7.2. Knowledge Challenges

5. The biosphere—particularly with regard to the potential for broad ecological diversity that exists within it—must be valued for its own sake, not only for the production of the food, medicines, and ecosystem services that are of benefit to humanity. New ways to understand, measure and value nature may require the entire biosphere to be afforded legal rights. It is insufficient and unjust to confer rights to individual nonhuman entities on the basis of how humans perceive it and/or on calculable economic measures, such as ecosystem services.

6. Improving human relationships with the natural world, and ultimately improving human health by reducing environmental damage, may challenge the current dominant paradigms of economic growth and development. We must not shy away from new ways of thinking about economic growth [20,43] that eschew exponential growth rates forever if planetary damage is a byproduct. We must seek to redefine the notion of economic output and what it means to be productive. Planetary Health will benefit from indigenous populations’ understandings of the value of air, land and sea.

7. Planetary Health workers must seek ways to balance equity of, and accessibility to, the past, present, and future benefits derived from human innovations. Future progress and development must not be impeded, but new benefits must not further stress the Earth System addressed by the planetary boundaries model. This will need us to critically debate and formulate new ways to deal with the complex equity issues at the heart of planetary health, that are simultaneously inter-generational, inter-species and social.

8. Early indications of ecosystem and planet-wide harm must be recognized and acted on at an international level with a fair sharing of the costs, assessed on ability to pay and responsibility
for the damage caused. Practical alternatives to the cause of the harm must be developed, shared and implemented, not just discussed.

7.3. Implementation Challenges

9. As an ethos, Planetary Health must not only be a way of working, but also a way of living with which all people can engage. Active engagement with community groups and smaller organizations must be facilitated.

10. Planetary Health followers should attempt to enhance the early recognition of severe deviation from healthy environmental conditions and seek to realign human societies with their ecosystems at the earliest possible opportunity, supported by robust evidence of the detriments of inaction. Much of this evidence will be locally specific, requiring us to think globally and act locally.

11. Actions to address Planetary Health should follow a precautionary principle until we can identify where the risk of further deviation from optimal environmental conditions lies in future. We must also provide solutions and support for mitigating these risks, including strengthening the legal instruments for protection of nature [35]. This support may come in the form of financial and technological assistance, new legislation and structures of international governance, or knowledge sharing as appropriate. For each context, participatory approaches with local partners should be key to developing the best solutions.

12. A Planetary Health approach will provide the evidence on the basis of which sound policy decisions can be based and locally sensitive action taken. In the face of ideology and vested interests that often seek to ignore, denigrate, and undermine evidence, the Planetary Health approach must seek to sustain advocacy and action.

8. Next Steps

To reiterate, we do not see this list as exhaustive or final. It is presented as a starting point, not as a finished agenda. We welcome comments, critiques, additions and the opportunity to rework the ethical code accordingly. Planetary Health needs to be a collective endeavour in which everyone has a voice. In taking this forward we intend to create an inclusive endpoint drawn up through the conceptual framework of Collective Intelligence (CI) [44], enabling a collective platform of knowledge where anyone with access can contribute, thus creating a sum of knowledge greater than the sum of its parts. In doing so, we aim to draw on CI’s organizational theory [45] as well as its technological applications [46]. We believe this has particular agency in the field of public health [47] as well as environmental solutions, and is perfectly placed to serve the aims of the planetary health movement. We welcome comments, criticisms and suggestions for further development.

Throughout 2019 we intend to collect comments on this ethical code through email surveys, active engagement with the international planetary health community through relevant conferences and workshops, through the online platform of the Planetary Health Alliance and through other suitable channels—including during fieldwork with communities in countries at all levels of development. We will directly contact academics working in the field through existing academic networks and by utilizing the contact details of corresponding authors published in relevant journals. Anyone wishing to contribute to the process should contact the corresponding authors with their comments. Our intention is to present a revised version of the ethical code, taking into account comments received, towards the end of 2019.
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